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1. DELIVER  
You need to get past two filters – SPAM and readers.  Readers 
have a BS detector when checking their inboxes.  You know 
those words that make you feel spammy – “act now,” “limited 
time,” “REMINDER,” and so on.  Even overusing punctuation 
marks such as dollar signs and exclamation marks can make 
folks feel like the clichéd car salesman is talking to them and 
scroll on by.

2. TAKE ACTION   
You need to ask yourself -- does your reader know what he 
or she can do based on the email?  Similar to writing a call-to-
action, verbs in the subject line help create a sense of urgency 
when it comes to prompting your reader to open the email. “i.e., 
Meet so and so, Learn…, Beat…, Gain…” and so on.

3. PERSONALIZE 
You have to know your audience.  But how do you know 
thousands?  Bring out the carving knife and start segmenting 
your customers based on certain interests, roles they play in 
their organization, or specific items they clicked on in the past.

4. BE CLEAR  
What makes sense to us – may not make sense to the 
outsider.  So, find ways to be clever and straightforward.  If 
your mom is your biggest fan, let her read your subject line and 
e-mail.  If it doesn’t make sense to her, it probably won’t make 
sense to your reader either.

5. BE BRIEF 
Be brief. In fact, fewer than 50 characters.  Short wins the race 
and helps your customer cross the finish line to open your email.

6. BE CONSISTENT 
Your subject line needs to deliver on its promise.  The old bait 
and switch frustrates people and leads to lower open and click 
through rates and higher unsubscribe rates.

HomeCare           10:00AM >
Capture New Leads with Cool Designs...
Marketing to the same people over and 
over again?  Make your emails shine wit....

Pumps and Systems            11:00AM >
Meet Your Next Team Member – WARNING 
Not a Real Person...
Thought your team was full?  No Way!....

Cahaba Media Group           12:00PM >
Grow Your Contacts – Not Just Your 
Leads...

Cahaba Content Marketing   8:00AM >
Learn New Tips to Educate Your Clients...
Educate your clients with news about how 
they should use your product and why....

Construction Business         9:00AM > 
Owner
Gain Insights for Your Team with Ease...
Managing your team is a full time job itself. 
These tips give you a way to make it feel... 


